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Abstract. We present the catalogue of Radio sources associated with Optical Galaxies and having
Unresolved or Extended morphologies I (ROGUE I). It was generated by cross-matching galaxies
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 (SDSS DR 7) as well as radio sources from the
First Images of Radio Sky at Twenty Centimetre (FIRST) and the National Radio Astronomical
Observatory VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) catalogues. We created the largest handmade catalogue of
visually classified radio objects and associated with them optical host galaxies, containing 32,616
galaxies with a FIRST core within 3 arcsec of the optical position. All listed objects possess the
good quality SDSS DR 7 spectra with the signal-to-noise ratio > 10 and spectroscopic redshifts
up to z = 0.6. The radio morphology classification was performed by a visual examination of
the FIRST and the NVSS contour maps overlaid on a DSS image, while an optical morphology
classification was based on the 120 arcsec snapshot images from SDSS DR 7.

The majority of radio galaxies in ROGUE I, i.e. ∼ 93%, are unresolved (compact or elongated),
while the rest of them exhibit extended morphologies, such as Fanaroff-Riley (FR) type I, II,
and hybrid, wide-angle tail, narrow-angle tail, head-tail sources, and sources with intermittent
or reoriented jet activity, i.e. double–double, X–shaped, and Z–shaped. Most of FR IIs have
low radio luminosities, comparable to the luminosities of FR Is. Moreover, due to visual check
of all radio maps and optical images, we were able to discover or reclassify a number of radio
objects as giant, double–double, X–shaped, and Z–shaped radio galaxies. The presented sample
can serve as a database for training automatic methods of identification and classification of
optical and radio galaxies.
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1. Introduction

Up to date, the majority of catalogues containing optical galaxies with radio coun-
terparts do not include detailed morphological classification of radio structure and/or
associated optical host galaxy (e.g., Lin et al. 2010, Best & Heckman 2012). We provide
a catalogue of radio sources identified with optical galaxies, possessing spectroscopic red-
shift and good quality optical spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7
(SDSS DR 7; Abazajian et al. 2009), measured radio flux densities of radio structures
with a flux density limit of the First Images of Radio Sky at Twenty Centimetre (FIRST;
White et al. 1997), visually assigned morphological classifications of the radio structure
and the optical host galaxy. The catalogue of Radio sources associated with Optical
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Galaxies and having Unresolved or Extended morphologies I (ROGUE I) is the largest
sample of spectroscopically selected radio galaxies, covering ∼ 30% of the entire sky.

As a parent sample, containing 662,531 unique SDSS galaxies, we used objects from the
Red Galaxy Sample (Eisenstein et al. 2001) and the SDSS Main Galaxy Sample (Strauss
et al. 2002), introducing a limit on a signal-to-noise ratio in the continuum at 4020 Å
≥ 10 (Kozie�l-Wierzbowska & Stasińska 2017). In order to identify the SDSS galaxies
with radio sources, we cross-match the positions of the SDSS galaxies with the sources
from the FIRST catalogue by applying a matching radius of 3 arcsec. Subsequently, we
generated the FIRST and the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) radio
contour — optical gray images, centred at the host galaxy position and having an angular
size equal to a linear size of 1 Mpc at the source distance. This allowed us to visualise the
morphologies of small and giant radio sources as well as associate them with an SDSS
galaxy. Both radio sky surveys used in this work were conducted at 1.4 GHz and have
different angular resolution of the radio images and of the sensitivity for the point-like and
extended/diffuse emission. FIRST provides 5.4 arcsec synthesized beam size images and
is complete down to 1 mJy flux density limit for point-like sources, while for NVSS these
parameters are 45 arcsec and 2.5 mJy, respectively. Using this procedure, we have found
32,616 matching sources, which we further classified morphologically. 629,815 remaining
galaxies from the parent sample can still host extended radio emission without a core.
This will be searched for in future work on ROGUE II: A catalog of SDSS galaxies without
FIRST cores.

2. Classification schemes

Our radio morphological classification scheme is detailed and complex, consisting of:
• compact, i.e. point-like single-component sources,
• elongated, i.e. elliptical profile single-component sources,
• FR I, FR II, and hybrid, i.e. linear structure brighter near core, linear structure

brighter near edges, and one lobe of FR I and another of FR II morphology, respectively,
• Z–shaped, i.e. sources with Z– or S–shaped radio morphology,
• X–shaped, i.e. sources with X–shaped radio morphology,
• double-double, i.e. two pairs of collinear lobes,
• narrow-angle, wide-angle, and head-tail, i.e. sources with angle between lobes < 90◦,

with angle between lobes > 90◦, and with bright core and a tail, respectively,
• O I and O II, i.e. one-sided sources with FR I or FR II lobe,
• halo, i.e. diffuse radio emission around the core,
• star-forming region, i.e. emission from the host galaxy

We also classified some of the sources as not clear (radio source with unclear morphol-
ogy), blended (radio emission blended with other source), and not detected (when an
optical galaxy is not a host of the radio emission).

We used the standard Hubble classification scheme to assign a morphological type of
the optical host galaxy, extending it with some additional types:
• spiral, i.e. disc galaxy with visible spiral arms,
• elliptical,
• lenticular, i.e. disc galaxy without spiral arms,
• distorted,
• ring, i.e. ring-like shape,
• merger, mainly major merger,
• star-forming region, i.e. SDSS spectrum of star-forming region, not galaxy center,
• off-center, i.e. spectrum not corresponding to star-forming region.
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We also included in our scheme an interacting galaxy (with visible signs of interaction)
and barred galaxy (spiral or lenticular with prominent bars). Sources with uncertain
attribution of any of aforementioned radio or optical types are marked with p for possible.

3. Results

Our cross-matching procedure and visual classification allowed us to find that:
• unresolved (compact and elongated) radio sources dominate in ROGUE I, constitut-

ing 92%. The remaining 8% of sources show extended morphology,
• secure and possible radio sources of FR I, II, and hybrid form group containing 73%

of the extended sources, bent (wide-angle, narrow-angle, head-tail) sources are 23%, and
sources with intermittent or re-oriented jet activity (double–double, X–shape, Z–shape
sources) — 3%,
• we discovered or reclassified 55 giant, 16 double–double, 9 X–shaped, and 25

Z–shaped radio galaxies,
• the optical morphological classification revealed that 64% of radio galaxies in

ROGUE I have elliptical, 15% spiral, 12% distorted, and 7% lenticular hosts.

4. Summary and conclusions

We have created the largest handmade catalogue of 32,616 radio sources associated
with optical galaxies. All ROGUE I objects have provided 1.4 GHz radio flux densities of
the core from FIRST and flux densities of the total emission from FIRST or NVSS, radio
and optical morphological classifications, luminosity distance, spectroscopic redshifts,
good quality spectra, and apparent optical magnitudes from SDSS. The ROGUE I sample
can serve as a database for training automatic methods of radio sources’ identification
and their morphological classification.
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